Abstract. Business Intelligence solutions, encompassing technologies such as multi-dimensional data modeling and aggregate query processing, are being applied increasingly to non-traditional data. This paper extends multi-dimensional aggregation to apply to data with associated interval values that capture when the data hold. In temporal databases, intervals typically capture the states of reality that the data apply to, or capture when the data are, or were, part of the current database state. This paper proposes a new aggregation operator that addresses several challenges posed by interval data. First, the intervals to be associated with the result tuples may not be known in advance, but depend on the actual data. Such unknown intervals are accommodated by allowing result groups that are specified only partially. Second, the operator contends with the case where an interval associated with data expresses that the data holds for each point in the interval, as well as the case where the data holds only for the entire interval, but must be adjusted to apply to sub-intervals. The paper reports on an implementation of the new operator and on an empirical study that indicates that the operator scales to large data sets and is competitive with respect to other temporal aggregation algorithms.
Introduction
Real-world database applications, e.g., in the financial, medical, and scientific domains, manage temporal data, which is data with associated time intervals that capture some temporal aspect of the data, typically when the data were or is true in the modeled reality or when the data was or is part of the current database state. In contrast to this, current database management systems offer precious little built-in query language support for temporal data management.
In step with the increasing diffusion of business intelligence, aggregate computation becomes increasingly important. An aggregate operator transforms an argument relation into a summary result relation. Traditionally this is done by first partitioning the argument relation into groups of tuples with identical values for one or more attributes, then applying an aggregate function, e.g., sum or average, to each group in turn. For intervalvalued databases such as temporal databases, aggregation is more complex because the interval values can also be used for defining the grouping of argument tuples.
In this paper we propose a new temporal aggregation operator, the Temporal MultiDimensional Aggregation (TMDA) operator. It generalizes a variety of previously proposed aggregation operators and offers orthogonal support for two aspects of aggregation: a) the definition of result groups for which to report one or more aggregate values and b) the definition of aggregation groups, i.e., collections of argument tuples that are A proposal by Kline and Snodgrass [4] scans the input relation only once, building an aggregation tree in main memory. Since the tree is not balanced, the worst case time complexity is O(n 2 ) for n tuples. An improvement, although with the same worst case complexity, is the k-ordered aggregation tree [4] . This approach exploits partial ordering of tuples for garbage collection of old nodes.
Moon et al. [5] use a balanced tree for aggregation in main memory that is based on timestamp sorting. This solution works for the functions sum, avg, and cnt; for min and max, a merge-sort like algorithm is proposed. Both algorithms have a worst case complexity of O(n log n). For secondary memory, an efficient bucket algorithm is proposed that assigns the input tuples to buckets according to a partitioning of the time line and also affords long-lived tuples special handling. Aggregation is then performed on each bucket in isolation. The algorithm requires access to the entire database three times.
The SB-tree of Yang and Widom [6] supports the disk-based computation and maintenance of instantaneous and cumulative temporal aggregates. An SB-tree contains a hierarchy of intervals associated with partially computed aggregates. With the SB-tree, aggregate queries are applied to an entire base relation-it is not possible to include selection predicates. The multi-version SB-tree [7] aims to support aggregate queries coupled with range predicates. A potential problem is that the tree might be larger than the input relation. Tao et al. [9] propose an approximate solution that uses less space than the multi-version SB-tree. Both approaches are restricted to range predicates over a single attribute, and the time interval of an input tuple is deleted once it is selected; hence the result is not a temporal relation.
The existing approaches share three properties. First, the temporal grouping process couples the partitioning of the time line with the grouping of the input tuples. The time line is partitioned into intervals, and an input tuple belongs to a specific partition if its timestamp overlaps that partition. Second, the result tuples are defined for time points and not over time intervals. Third, they allow the use of at most one non-temporal attribute for temporal grouping.
Our TMDA operator, which extends the multi-dimensional join operator [3] to support temporal aggregation, overcomes these limitations and generalizes the aggregation operators discussed above. It decouples the partitioning of the timeline from the grouping of the input tuples, thus allowing to specify result tuples over possibly overlapping intervals and to control the size of the result relation. Furthermore, it supports multiple attribute characteristics. For an efficient implementation we exploit the sorting of the input relation similar to what is done in the k-ordered tree approach [4] .
Preliminaries

Notation
We assume a discrete time domain, D T , where the elements are termed chronons (or time points), equipped with a total order < T . Calendar months with the order < satisfy these requirements, and we use these as our time domain. A timestamp (or time interval) is a convex set over the time domain and is represented by two chronons, [T s , T e ], denoting its inclusive starting and ending points, respectively. We will use T as a shorthand for [T s , T e ]. For timestamps, we introduce several relations: t ∈ T means that chronon t is included in timestamp T . For two timestamps T and T , T ⊆ T iff all chronons in T are also in T , and T ∩T returns the set of chronons in both timestamps. If T ∩ T = ∅, we say that the two intervals overlap (or intersect).
A relation schema is a three-tuple S = (Ω, ∆, dom), where Ω is a non-empty, finite set of attributes, ∆ is a finite set of domains, and dom : Ω → ∆ is a function that associates a domain with each attribute. A temporal relation schema is a relation schema with at least one timestamp valued attribute (the domain of timestamps belongs to ∆). For the purpose of this paper, we define temporal relation schemas R = (A 1 , . . . , A n , T ) and G = (B 1 , . . . , B m , T ). Note that the assumption that relations have a timestamp attribute T is just for convenience. There is no implicit time attribute, and all definitions are parametrized with a timestamp attribute. As usual, the rename operator ρ can be used to adjust schemas as appropriate.
A tuple over schema S = (Ω, ∆, dom) is a function r : Ω → ∪ δ∈∆ δ, such that for every attribute A of Ω, r(A) ∈ dom(A). A tuple is temporal iff its schema is temporal. To simplify notation we assume an ordering of attributes and represent a tuple as r = (v 1 , . . . , v n , t). An relation over schema R is a finite set of tuples over R, denoted as r. We will also use a couple of shorthands: For a tuple r and an attribute A we write r.A to denote the value of the attribute A in r. For a set of attributes A 1 , . . . , A m , m < n, we define r[A 1 , . . . , A m ] = (r.A 1 , . . . , r.A m ).
Attribute Characteristics
We distinguish among three semantics of the association of a non-timestamp attribute with a timestamp attribute. For a relation with schema (A 1 , . . . , A n , T ) the attribute characteristics wrt. T are given as C T = (c 1 , . . . , c n ), where c i ∈ {c, m, a}. The values c, m, and a denote constant, malleable, and atomic characteristics, respectively. For example, C T = (c, m) for the schema (N , H , T ) means that N has a constant characteristic and H has a malleable characteristic. If several temporal attributes are used, e.g., valid time and transaction time, a non-timestamp attribute can have different characteristics for the two timestamps. For the rest of the paper, we use only one time attribute T , and C refers to the characteristics wrt. T . 
The Temporal Multi-Dimensional Aggregate Operator
Temporal Aggregate Examples
As a running example, consider the project database in Fig. 1 ble for an assignment (D), the name of a project (P ), the hours an employee is assigned to a project (H ), a monthly salary (S ), and the valid time (T ) over which a tuple holds true. The attribute H is malleable, while all other attributes are constant. Figure 2 illustrates relation EMPL together with the intended results for the aggregation queries considered next. 
Definition of Result Groups and Aggregation Groups
A general temporal aggregation operator should support the specification of two orthogonal aspects of aggregation: definition (1) of the result groups for which to report aggregate results and (2) of the sets of tuples, termed aggregation groups, to associate with each result group and over which to compute the aggregates result(s) to be reported for each group. Each result group can be represented as a tuple in a temporal ("group") relation g with schema (B 1 , . . . , B m , T ). Each B i is an attribute from the relation that is the argument of the aggregation operator, and the tuples assume values from B i that occur in the argument relation. For the timestamp, there are two cases: constant intervals and fixed intervals. With constant intervals, the timestamp attribute assumes as values the maximal, non-overlapping intervals over which the set of argument tuples is constant.
Definition 2. (Constant Intervals) Let r be a temporal relation with timestamp attribute
T . We define the constant intervals of r as
The first line ensures that result intervals do not cross boundaries of argument intervals. The second ensures that the result intervals are maximal. The constant intervals for the EMPL relation grouped by department are shown in Fig. 2 (Result of Query 1).
Theorem 1. (Cardinality of Constant Intervals)
For a temporal relation r with n tuples, n > 0, the cardinality of constant intervals is limited by the following formula:
Proof. The end points of the tuple's timestamps can be linearly ordered giving at most 2n timepoints. n timepoints produce at most n − 1 consecutive time interals.
The option fixed intervals is used when specifying fixed, possibly overlapping, time intervals. Queries 2 and 3 in our running example use different flavors of fixed intervals (see also Fig. 2 ).
Definition 3. (Fixed Intervals) Let r be a temporal relation with timestamp attribute T . We define the fixed intervals as a user-specified set of timestamps, FI (r), that satisfies the following condition: ∀T ∈ FI (r)(∃r ∈ r(r.T ∩ T = ∅)).
This condition states that fixed intervals must intersect with intervals in the argument relation. The explicit specification of result groups with fixed intervals allows control of the cardinality of the result relation. We use the following definition for quantifying the result size relative to the argument size.
Definition 4. (Aggregation factor)
The aggregation factor of a temporal aggregation operator is defined as the ratio between the cardinality of the result relation z and the cardinality of the argument relation r, i.e., af = |z|/|r|.
This factor is between 0 and 1 if the result relation is smaller than the argument relation, 1 if the result relation has the same size as the argument relation, and > 1 if the result relation is larger than the argument relation. For instance, the aggregation factor is 9/8 for Query 1 and 4/8 for Query 2.
Having defined result groups, we associate a set of tuples from the argument relation, called aggregation group, with each result group. The aggregate(s) for each group is computed over this set. The aggregation groups can be defined by a condition θ(g, r) that for each input tuple r decides whether it contributes to result group g or not. The condition can involve non-temporal and timestamp attributes. Important classes of conditions are conjunctions of equality conditions for non-temporal attributes and the overlaps relationship for timestamps.
Definition of the TMDA Operator
The TMDA operator separates the specification of the result groups from the assignment of the input tuples to these result groups, thus providing an expressive framework for temporal aggregation.
Definition 5.
(TMDA operator) Let r and g be relations with timestamp attribute T , F = {f Ai 1 , . . . , f Ai p } be a set of aggregate functions over attributes in r, θ be a condition over attributes in g and r, and let C be attribute characteristics for r. We define the temporal multi-dimensional aggregation operator as
where π is a duplicate-preserving projection.
Relation g is the group relation that defines the result groups, or (sub-) tuples that will be expanded into result tuples. Relation r is the (conventional) argument relation. Predicate θ associates an aggregation group, r g ⊆ r, with each g ∈ g. Thereby, the argument tuples are adjusted to the timestamp of the result group, which is also the timestamp of the result tuple. The aggregation functions f Ai 1 , . . . , f Ai p are then computed over each aggregation group. The schema of the result relation is the schema of g augmented with a column for each aggregate value, which for the scope of this paper are labeled f Ai 1 , . . . , f Ai p . Example 1. Query 2 can be expressed as follows:
The group relation g contains a tuple for each combination of department and year. Aggregate functions sum and max on hours and salary are used. The condition θ associates with a result group those argument tuples that have the same department value as the result group and overlap with the group's timestamp. For example, the aggregation group for the DB department in 2003 consists of the tuples r1, r3, r4, and r6.
The attribute H is malleable and is adjusted z to the timestamp of the group specification before it is passed on to the aggregate functions. Therefore, r1, r3, r4, and r6 contribute to the sum of hours of the DB department in 2003 with the values 1920, 500, 700, and 400, respectively. Attribute S is constant, so the adjustment has no effect.
The result relation is shown in Fig. 3 . Each result tuple is composed of a result group tuple extended by a value for each aggregate function. To improve readability these two parts are separated by a vertical line.
Partial Specification of Result Groups
The definition of the TMDA operator requires a completely specified group relation g. For the constant interval semantics, however, the timestamps of the result tuples are calculated from the argument tuples and are not available in advance. To handle this case, we pass on a relational algebra expression that computes the constant intervals, thus reducing constant intervals to fixed intervals.
Now the group relation g is given as an expression CI (g , r, θ) that computes the constant intervals over the argument relation r based on a group relation g that contains the non-temporal groups. This expression basically completes the non-temporal group relation g with the constant intervals, i.e.,
While this reduction of constant interval semantics to fixed interval semantics is sound from a semantic point of view, the computation of constant intervals in advance requires operations such as join and union that are computationally costly, as we will illustrate in the experimental section. To improve on the computational efficiency, we introduce partially specified result groups. With partially specified result groups in place, we push the completion of the result groups with constant intervals into the algorithm for the evaluation of the temporal multidimensional aggregation operator. The constant intervals are computed on the fly while scanning the data relation for the calculation of the aggregates. The partially specified result tuples are replicated to all constant intervals for the corresponding aggregation groups. The overlaps relation from condition θ that assigns the relevant data tuples to the constant intervals is applied implicitly by the evaluation algorithm.
Example 2. To express Query 1 we apply the constant interval semantics with a group relation g that contains the partially specified result groups {(DB, Fig. 4 . Unlike in previous approaches [10, 6] , we do not coalesce consecutive tuples with the same aggregate values, as illustrated by the two first DB tuples; we keep them separate since their lineage is different.
Converting the result set produced by the TMDA operator to the traditional format of result sets produced by temporal aggregation operators, where consecutive tuples with the same aggregate value are coalesced, can be achieved easily. Thus, the result sets produced by the TMDA operator retains lineage information, and this additional information is easy to eliminate.
Implementation of the TMDA Operator
Idea and Overview
The implementation of the TMDA operator for constant intervals is based on the following observation: if we scan the argument relation, which is ordered by the interval start values of the tuples, we can at any time point t compute the result tuples that end before t (assuming that no tuples that start after t contribute to these result tuples). Hence, as the argument relation is being scanned, result tuples are produced, and old tuples are removed from main memory. Only the tuples that are valid at time point t, termed open tuples, are kept in main memory. For the use with fixed intervals, the timestamps of the result tuples are specified in the group relation. So, we do not need to maintain the data tuples in main memory, but can process them and update the aggregate values as we scan the data relation.
In the rest of this section we describe in detail two algorithms for the evaluation of TMDA with constant intervals and fixed intervals, respectively. Figure 6 shows the algorithm, termed TMDA-CI, that evaluates G T with constant intervals. The algorithm has five input parameters: the group relation g, the argument relation r, a list of aggregate functions F = {f Ai 1 , . . . , f Ai p }, a selection predicate θ, and attribute characteristics C. The output is a temporal relation that is composed of g extended by the values of the aggregate functions in F.
The TMDA-CI Algortihm for Constant Intervals
The algorithm uses two types of data structures. A group table gt stores each tuple g ∈ g, together with a pointer to an end-point tree T . An end-point tree T maintains the (potential) end points of the constant intervals together with the relevant attribute values of the currently open tuples. The tree is organized by the end points of the constant intervals, i.e., the end points T e of the data tuples plus the time points immediately preceding each data tuple. A node with time instant t stores the attribute values r.A 1 , . . . , r.A p , r.T s of all data tuples r that end at t. A node that stores a potential end point t of a constant interval, but with no tuples ending at t, has an empty data part. For example, tuple r5 terminates a constant interval and starts a new one; hence node (2003/12, {}) will be in the tree. In our implementation we use AVL-trees for end-point trees.
The first step of the algorithm is to initialize the group table gt. If g is a projection over r, the group table is initially empty and will be populated while scanning the argument tuples. Otherwise, gt is initialized with g, with the start time of the entries set to −∞, and an empty end-point tree is generated for each entry. Finally, an index over the non-temporal attributes is created. The next step is to process the argument relation r chronologically with respect to the start times of the tuples. If the group relation is a relational algebra expression, we might have to extend the group table with a new entry before the function LOOKUP determines all result groups to which data tuple r contributes. For each matching result group, two steps are performed: First, if r advances the current time (r.T s > gt[i].T s ), one or more constant intervals can be closed. Chronon r.T s −1 is a potential end point of a constant interval and is inserted into gt[i].T . Then we process all nodes v in gt [i] .T with v.t < r.T s in chronological order. Thereby, the timestamp in the group table assumes the constant intervals. We compose the corresponding result tuples and remove the node from the tree. Second, we update the end-point tree with the new data tuple r.
The function LOOKUP gets as input parameters the group table gt, a tuple r, and the selection condition θ. It evaluates the condition θ for all pairs (g, r), g ∈ gt, and returns the indexes of the matching result groups. For the constant interval semantics, an AVL-tree on the non-timestamp attributes is used. For the fixed interval semantics (see algorithm TMDA-FI in Sect. 5.3), we use two AVL-trees, one on the start time and one on the end time of the timestamps. Fixed interval semantics allow us to combine indexes on the timestamps and the non-timestamp attributes.
The algorithm RESULTTUPLE gets as input an entry of the group Fig. 7a ).
Group table gt
End-point tree T1
Result relation z Fig. 7c .
The next input tuples are r5 and r8, of which r5 contributes to the DB group and gives rise to two result tuples. Tuple r8 contributes to the AI group and gives rise to the first result tuple for that group. See Fig. 7d.   Algorithm:TMDA-FI(g, r, F, θ, C) if g = π[A1, . . . , Am, cast (T , G)](r) then gt ← empty group table with columns A1, . . . , Am, T , fA i 1 , . . . , fA ip ; else Initialize gt to g and extend it with columns fA i 1 , . . . , fA ip initialized to NULL;
Create index for gt on attribute T ; foreach tuple r ∈ r do if g = π[A1, . . . , Am, T ](r) then foreach t ∈ cast (r.T , G) do Insert r.A1, . . . , r.Am, t into gt if not already there;
return gt ; Fig. 8 : The Algorithm TMDA-FI for Fixed Interval Semantics. Figure 8 shows the TMDA-FI algorithm for the evaluation of operator G T with fixed interval semantics. The main data structure is the group table gt that stores the group relation g and has an additional column labeled f Ai j for each aggregate function f Ai j ∈ F. The result groups, including their timestamps, are completely specified, so the data tuples need not be stored in an end-point tree, but can be processed as they are read, yielding an incremental computation of the aggregate values.
The TMDA-FI Algorithm for Fixed Intervals
Properties
Complexity
For the complexity analysis of TMDA-CI, only the processing of the data relation r is relevant, which is divided into four steps: (possibly) update of the index, lookup in the index, production of result tuples, and insertion of the tuple in the end-point tree.
The update of the index and the lookup in the group table have complexity log n g , where n g is the cardinality of the group table. The production of a single result tuple is linear in the number n o of open tuples. The average number of result tuples induced by a data tuple depends on the aggregation factor af = n z /n r , where n z is the cardinality of the result relation and n r is the cardinality of the data relation, and on the number of result groups to which r contributes, denoted as n g,r . Finally, the insertion of a tuple in an end-point tree has complexity log n o . This yields an overall time complexity for TMDA-CI of O(n r max(log n g , n g,r af n o , log n o )). In general, the size of the data relation n r might be very large, while all other parameters shall be small. The factor n g,r depends on the selectivity of the condition θ, and is 1 for equality conditions. The aggregation factor, which is between 0 and 2, and the number of open tuples n o depend mainly on the temporal overlapping of the data tuples. The worst-case complexity is O(n The support for different attribute characteristics comes at a price. For each result tuple, it requires a scan of the entire end-point tree and an adjustment of the attribute values, which becomes a major bottleneck in cases with a large number of open tuples and a high aggregation factor. If only constant attributes were used, the aggregate values could be calculated incrementally similar to [5] , as we show later in our experiments.
In the TMDA-FI algorithm, there is no need to maintain the open data tuples, and the aggregate values can be calculated incrementally as the data relation is scanned. The time complexity of TMDA-FI is O(n r max (log n g , n g,r )).
A Spectrum of Temporal Aggregation Operators
The TMDA operator is rather general. The group relation g is completely independent of the data relation r and has the only objective to group the results. This arrangement offers enormous flexibility in arranging the results according to various criteria, and it enables the formulation of a range of different forms of temporal aggregates, including the ones proposed previously. [10] ) Let g, r, F, θ, and C be as in Definition 5, SP be a selection predicate over r as in [10] , and let ch G be a relation with a single attribute CH that contains all chronons at granularity level G.
Lemma 1. (Aggregation Using Temporal Group Composition
with fixed interval semantics simulates aggregation using temporal group composition if g and θ are defined as follows:
If the partitioning of the timeline is at the smallest granularity level, temporal group composition simulates instantaneous aggregates [4] ; and by transitivity, so does G 
T e −w, g.T e ], r.T ) All temporal aggregates developed so far assume a partitioning of the timeline and compute aggregates at time instants. The TMDA operator is more expressive and allows the computation of additional flavors of temporal aggregates. For example, Query 3 is a kind of moving-window aggregate that computes aggregate values over overlapping time intervals. This form of temporal aggregate can easily be expressed by an appropriate group relation.
Another example is the calculation of quarter values that considers data tuples from the corresponding quarter in the past 5 years. In this query, data tuples that contribute to a result tuple are selected from non-contiguous intervals and from outside of the result tuple's timestamp. This functionality has not been addressed in previous temporal aggregation operators. The TMDA operator can afford for such queries by an approriate
Experimental Evaluation
We carried out a number of experiments with the TMDA-CI and TMDA-FI algorithms, investigating their performance for various settings. All experiments were run on an Intel Pentium workstation with a 3.6 GHz processor and 2 GB memory.
For the experiments, we use data relations that contain from 200, 000 to 1, 000, 000 tuples. The lifespan of the data relations is [0, 2 25 ], and we experiment with the following instances [11] : The group relation contains one entry. This is a worst case since all timestamps end up in the same end-point tree. A group table with more tuples would yield smaller endpoint trees and thus better performance.
Scalability of TMDA-CI and TMDA-FI
The first experiment investigates the scalability of TMDA-CI. The performance of TMDA-FI is not affected by overlapping tuples since the aggregate result is computed incrementally. The key parameter in terms of performance is the number of result groups and the efficiency of the available lookup technique (for each tuple in r, we must find all groups that satisfy the θ condition and therefore have to be updated). Since we use AVL-trees for indexing result groups, the performance increases along with the number of groups, as illustrated in Fig. 9(b) . If we used hashing, the lookup time would be constant. However, a hashing only supports equality conditions. Figure 10 investigates the performance impact of varying the main parameters on the algorithms applied to data relation r rand . Figure 10(a) shows the running time when varying the number of open tuples. The performance decreases since with malleable attributes, all open tuples have to be stored in the end-point tree. As soon as a constant interval has been found, the end-point tree is traversed, the attribute values are adjusted, and the final aggregate is computed. We have also included the performance of a variation of TMDA-CI, denoted TMDA-CI Figure 10(b) evaluates the performance for real-world salary data from the University of Arizona. The figure shows that the performance on the real-world data is much better than the performance on most syntetic data sets.
Constant Versus Fixed Intervals
Figure 11(a) shows the result of computing aggregates with constant interval semantics in two different ways: (1) TMDA-CI with partially specified result groups, and (2) CI-SQL + TMDA-FI, i.e., a priori computation of constant intervals using SQL followed by a call to TMDA-FI. The results confirm that TMDA-CI with partially specified result groups is indeed an efficient way of computing aggregates with constant interval semantics. Figure 11 (b) evaluates TMDA-CI and TMDA-FI for varying result groups. As expected, the performance of TMDA-FI decreases as the number of groups increases. However, up to an aggregation factor of almost 50% FI outperforms CI. Thus, TMDA-FI is efficient for reasonable aggregation factors, and it permits to precisely control the aggregation factor. 
Comparison with the Balanced Tree Algorithm
The last experiment compares TMDA-CI with the balanced-tree algorithm proposed in [5] . This is the most efficient algorithm developed so far, but note that it only handles sum, cnt, and avg-it does not support malleable attributes. Figure 12 has the same performance as the balancedtree algorithm, the experiments show that the support for multiple attribute characteristics in TMDA-CI is costly and that the DBMS should identify cases when no malleable attributes are present and TMDA-CI c can be used. The memory consumption of TMDA-CI depends only on the number of open tuples and is much smaller than for the balanced-tree algorithm (see Fig. 12(b) ). 
Conclusion
This paper presents a new aggregation operator, the Temporal Multi-Dimensional Aggregation (TMDA) operator, that leverages recent advances in multi-dimensional query processing [1] [2] [3] to apply to interval-valued data. The TMDA operator generalizes a variety of previously proposed aggregation operators. Most importantly, it clearly separates the definition of result groups from the definition of aggregation groups, i.e., the collections of argument tuples that are associated with the result groups and over which the aggregate functions are computed. This leads to a very expressive framework that allows also to control the size of the result relation. Next, the TMDA operator supports multiple attribute characteristics, including malleable attributes where an attribute value has to be adjusted if the tuple's timestamp changes. Finally, we provid two different algorithms for the evaluation of the TMDA operator with constant intervals and fixed intervals, respectively. Detailed experimental evaluations show that the algorithms are scalable with respect to data set size and compare well with other temporal aggregation algorithms. The evaluation also reveals that the support for multiple attribute characteristics comes at a cost.
Future work includes various optimization steps of the TMDA-CI and TMDA-FI algorithms, including the following ones: optimization rules for relational algebra expressions that interact with the TMDA operator, the initialization of the group table on the fly, indexes on the group table, and a variation of the end-point tree that does not require a totally sorted data relation.
